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Gotcha:
Scarcely a moment goes by.
when you can't find a student ignoring .rhe written
commands
of the grounds
crew. An unidentified
student
strolls
in front
of
"University
News" ace
photographer Chris Butler's
lens. He patiently
set this
shot up in front of the
library,
and had to- wait
nearly 30 minutes for this
victim. Thc grounds
crew
placed thc signs on the gr.1SS
in
an
effort
to
stop
pedestrian
trnl'l]c on the
newly sodded urea,
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turned out not to be the problem. II)
addition,
circuit boards have been
The University Neil'S
replaced and cable splices checked,
Semester-long
problems
in the
Maloney said.
One faculty member who has hau
computer system link-up between the
to suffer
with the problems
is
Communication
Building and the
Christensen,
a sociology professor
IIlM mainframe
in the Business
who teaches a computer application
Building, have disrupted at-least two
class using Communication
Building
classes, but may be fixed. soon.
Faculty members Jim Christensen
terminals.
"We probably lost at least 50 perand Dan Morris, who both teach
cent of this semester because of the
classes requiring the usc of the terterminals being down," he said.
minals, said the unreliability
of the
Christensen said his class is tryingsystem has affected their classes.
to process the data from a qucsSteve Maloney, director of the BSU
tionaire with 100 respondents,
and
Data Center, said that, every time the
n~~(!~."'~~s.~
to the mainframe COIllsystem has gone down, he has sent
puter to process and evaluate a large,
people to try and fix it. He added
complicated dataset of information.
that, with the installation of two new
"It takes a lot of firepower to do
filters on order, one placed at each
that," he said.
end of the cable run to the ComWhen
the
Communication
munication
Building, they hope to
Building
terminals
were down,
improve the service.
.
Christensen
said, he looked for ter"Wc know service to that building
minals elsewhere on campus.
has not been on a par with the rest
"They've g'::; 12 113M terminals
of our sites. We have been continualover in the Vo-Iech Building. We've
ly fixing problems" to get the system
already been kicked out of there."
operating reliably, Maloney said.
Christensen
said he taught class
"We've done lots of things. One
there for two semesters and ended up
weekend we came down and went inin a ·"r.lt's nest" over there.
to the' heat tunnels and found a cable
"The Vo-Tech people were deeply
under water." That was r.orrcctcd but
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to use the terminals."
Communication
instructor
Dan
Morris said that, for a good part of
the semester, the computers
were
down 50 percent of the time he
needed to use them for. his reporting
and newswriting class.
"You couldn't sign on some of the
time. They would be frozen so YO\Jr
keyboards were locked. There wasn't
anything you couid do with them,"
he said.
Morris said the computer problem
has kept him from teaching his reporting class the way he had planned.
"1 can't have the students write
their stories on the computer
and
turn in the printouts to me, which is
how I hoped to run the class."
Maloney
said the new filters
should improve computer service to
the Communication
Building.
"1 can't tell you today that we absolutely know that these filters are
going to fix it," Maloney said. "For
me to sit here and say absolutely,
that's' exactly what's wrong, that's
awful difficult to do."
.
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academic side of campus came over

hy Edith Decl;cr
The University Neil'S

by Linnea

"It worked out well," considering
the possible difficulties such a siruation presents, he said.

Mattson

The University Neil'S

The ~~~:;:::~::~~
meet over Christmas break to rewrite
the ASBSU Constitution
totally, according to ASBSU President
John
Hetherington.
"The current
constitution
was
never approved verbatim by the student body and was never voted on by
the senate," Hetherington
said, adding, "there was a major oversight."
The constitution
must be approverl word-for-word by students and the
senate
to become
effective.
The
1984-85 constitution,
when drafted,
addressed only certain problem sec'!ions, he said, adding that it was
those sections which were officially
approved, leaving much out.
"It was something nobody really
noticed," Hetherington
said, until he
found he had no actual power to
veto. This prompted an investigation
'which uncovered
the holes in the
document,
he said.
No major
problems
appeared
because of the mix-up, although
some small clean-up measures arc
needed, such as how to approve club
constitutions officially, Hetherington
said.

document

lISC

that will be structured

",~...~. ;;~:. ~:.

to takl? these classes. \Vc wanl to get
students on li~c fc.:c·increase p'rc~6.s~J
students into the outdoors,'.'. he said ... - -earl)' .next $e!l~e~tel; .:rh~$e.n~lte will ..

in

is' a

in

such a way and so fine-tuned it won't
have to be amended,"
Hetherington
said, adding he would like the document to be set up in the same style
as the U.S. Constitution,
which has
remained relatively unchanged over
200 years.
"It's somcthinn to strive for," he
said, and added~ "I would like to
build credibility for ASB, and would
like to leave some document
that
specifically
states who we arc and
what we want to do. I think the Constitution docs that," he said.
The convention
will be held in
December and last as long as it lakes,
Hetherington
said, adding that it will
be comprised of two delegates from
the executive branch, the senate, lhe
judiciary and twostudents-al-brge.

replace Jim Criner. He has co'ached
four 'seasons for BSU.
'-'
A search committee
has been
formed to find a new head coach.
Meanwhile,
assistant
coach
Herb
Cli"e" ""iiM~';"tni'i1ed to llIake th.e
transition between Sctendch and the
yet-to-be-named
coach smooth.
In ;In interview on channel 7's
"Bronco Roundup,"
Setencich said
he thought his resignation \,,,,,S in the
best interest of the te::1m, the univer'
sity and the community.
H", also said that he did not seck
to be conttovcrsialor
in the spotlight.

nsu's
head football e011dl, Lyle
Setencichturlled
in his resignation
Nov. 23 10 athletic direCtor Gene
B1eylllaier.
Setcncieh,
whose overall rccord
\Vas 24 wins and 20 losses, was fivc
.and six this year, afterJosing
to the
U of I Vandals over Ill:: \\'e~L:'::!Idby
a score of 21-14.
This se:ison is the rirst losing'
5;:;;50n for the Bronco football squad
',. in40 years, the laf;! being in 194f).
: -.. : ·Sctciickh "VY",i5' hired iii 1932. '~6~....

:10W

combination
of the 1982-83 document and the 1985-86 ratified sections, In the past, the constitution
underwent
yearly
amendment.
creating difficulty in interpretation of
the original language and that of the
amendments,
Hetherington
said.
"We hope to draft an original

r)os~rn(}i·be" appr~vcJ.

and all confereace materiai, but does
not include lodgirlg.
Far more information, contact
"E"
ISU' s O"~
,nee 0 f C ontmumg
....uca·
tion, 1-236-3155.

Students may pick up

The SUB is working

a copy of their class schedules for
Spring 1987 in the .{egistrar's Office,
Adm. 102, on Dec. 1 or 2 from 9
a.m.-7p.m.

"Keeping

'J

with the Idaho Department of Public
Works to remodel the Union's south
entrance, leading into the Union
Recreation Center.
The old entrance has begun to
deteriorate and is no longer adequate
to serve the number of people using
the south door.
During the construction period.
there \\111 be no internal traffic possible through the Recreation Center,
There will be no through traffic for
vehicles along the west and south

Idaho's

Grassroots Green," a conference to
discuss strategies for community
economic growth in Idaho, will be
held Nov. 20 and 21 at the Elkhorn
Lodge in Sun Valley.
The event will open Nov. 20 at 9:15
a.m, with a keynote speech from C.
Warren Neel, commissioner of Tennessee's employment security, who is
on leave as dean of the University of
Tennessee's College of Business.
Workshops and panel discussions
will be held throughout the day Nov.
20, culminating in a banquet from
7:15-9 p.rn., with Gov. John Evans
speaking.
Workshops will continue from 8:30
a.m.-2 p.m, Nov. 21. Participating
speakers from BSU will be John
Franden, executive assistant to the
president; Richard Mabbutt, director
of the University Research Center;
Thomas Stitzel. dean of the College
of Business; and Ron Hall, acting
state director of the Idaho Small
Business Development Center.
Registration is $190and covers two
continental breakfasts, two luncheons, the Thursday night banquet,

. sides of the SUB ~riveway. Metered
.mrking stalls on the south side of the
SUB will also be blocked from use
durings construction,
Upon coIripletion. the new south
entry will be ramped for handicapped accessibility and will feature
automatic doors, like those on the
west entrance of the building. The
Outdoor Rental Center will gain an
external public entrance as a result of
the remodeling project.,
The estimated date of completion
for the project is mid-December.
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Believe it or not,the

student blood drive eommittee is
after your blood again. BSU will
sponsor a blood drive Dec. 5 from

11-08-86/1 :27 a.m.

Illegal consumption
arrest, disorderly,
conduct arrest

Towers parking
lot

11-08-86/4:44. p.rn.

Detoxification hold

Varsity Center

Stolen bicycle report

Morrison Hall

11·10-86/3:22

p.m.

Theft report

1006 Manitou

1I-12.8617:17I?m.

Attempted Burglary
report

Liberal Arts
Bldg.

a.m.

Writers are invited to
submit work for consideration in the
,1986·87 issue of cold-drill, the
BSU national award-vtinning literary
magazine.
Deadline fer entries is Dec. 15.
Manuscripts for poetry. fiction,
non-flction, plays, scripts and other
writing should be sent, with a
stamped self-addressed envelope and
telephone number, to Robert Papinchak, faculty editor, cold-drill.
BSU English Department,
1910
University Drive, Boise, ID 83725.

The· BSU chapter of
Phi Kappa Phi National Honor
Society is inviting applications from
"senior students for a graduate
fellowship for up to $6,000 for firstyear graduate or professional study.
Fifty fellowships will be awarded
A representative from
nationwide,
and 30 additional
Willamette Graduate School of
students will receive Honorable Men- Management, in Salem, Ore., will be
tion Awards of $500. Each Phi Kap- . at BSU on the morning of Nov. 18.
pa Phi Chapter may nominate one Students wishing to schedule an instudent for these awards.
terview should contact the Career
Graduating seniors y,:ilE outstandPlanning and Placement Center in
ing academic and leadership records
Room 123 of the .Adrninistratlon
should contact their department
Building,
chairman or the Phi Kappa Phi
Chapter secretary, Dr. William Mech
at
385:1122
for
additional
information.
The general criteria considered in
reporter and communication stuthe selection process are scholastic
dent Rey Baldazo, 18, died unexachievement. high standardized test
pectedly Nov. 15 of a blood
scores (when applicable). transcript
disorder.
records. honors and enrichment proFuneral services will be held
grams. promise of success in graduate
Nov. 17 at Sacred Heart Catholic
or professional study. leadership,
Church, 811 S. Latah at 11 a.m,
participation in university and comThere Was a viewing Nov. 16,
munity activities, evaluation by inRey's parents, Jeanette and
structors and expression of study
Pablo Baldazo, request that
plan and career goal.
donations be made to a scholarThere are certain fields of study
ship fund to be established in his
which do not require standardized
name, For more information on
tests.
the fund, contact The University
Nell'S at 345-8204.

University

11-11-86/10:00 a.rn,

Bicycle theft report

Chaffee Hali

11-13-8612:09 a.rn,

Bicycle theft report

Chaffee Hall

11-13-8612:34 p.rn.

Motor vehicle
accident

Morrison Center
lot

I'-13-86/6:00 p.rn.

Theft report

Morrison Center

11-13·86/12:45

10 a.m.-2 p.m. in the S~B Big Four
Room. '
Donors must be between 17 and
66, weigh -at least 110 lbs., and b.ein
good health. To set a convenient
time to donate, call 385-1223.

News

N el:.JV Y Or~{ City

Theatre Study Tour
The ASBSU senate .passed a
bill Nov. 12, loaning $5,000 to Pi
Kappa Delta, an honorary speech
and debate fraternity on campus.
PKD is planning to produce a
speech and debate film training
film.
Tlie senate also passed a bill requiring that all budget requests be
submitted to the Financial Advisory Board before being sent to
the senate for approval and incorporation into the following fiscal
year's budget.
The bill also gives the FAB's
power in the Budget and Finance
Committee if the FAB is not in
session.
ASBSU
President
John
Hetherington returned from a
convention
in Boston, and
reported to the senate that his proposed policy change for the SPEC
was accepted and that the last day
to reserve dates for next semester
is Nov. 19.
'The policy change, on a trial
basis until April I"includes allowing food and drink into the center
during events.
The Outdoor .Ad\'el1ture Program is asking the senate for a $1
Tee increase to help fund intramural sports.
.

Spring Break
March 18 25, 1987
a

~
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Airfare and seven days in New York City.
Tour? of Metropolitan Opera House,
, PublIc Theatre, NBC StudIOS, backstage
. Broadway, museums, sights
'" Earn two undergraduate credits or go for
audit (non-credit).
o Enrollment limited/deposit due by Nov. 24.
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Information: BSU Continuing Education
BSU Librai1: Bldg., room 247
385-3293
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For more inYormation,·· pleclsecall
385·1440, or picl{ up an applacaUon at the
ASBSU offices, 2nd fioor SUB.
Oeadiine: November 28, ,~986

GRlADUA1"'~NG SOON?
All students invited to:

Careen~for Peop~e~vDihConfidence
You'vo already provon to yourself and the world that you're c<Jp:::bi<J
of great things. But, now you're ready to e:(plore new horizons,
You're ready for the challenges, the opportunities, of First Intemteto Bank of NEVADA.
We look for people with confidenco because It's a commodity; wo're strong on ourselves, The largest bank In the stdteof Nevada, we're
aiso part of America's premier multistate banking corporation. Our growth has been record·settlng. And yours could be too, as part
of our top-notCh professional team,
Show us what you're capable of accomplishing, and wo'll givo you all the room you need to do it. Plus",we'll back you up with an excep.
" tipnai benefits plan, strong salaries, and super people to work witi!_
.
Sound like your kind of opportunity? Let's talk.

Vl Price Single!

Pian io attond our InformaUon Reception

with BSU student

Dec. 4, 1986, 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Studen! Union,Nez Perca Room
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by

Michael .l. Knapp
The University Neil'S

'sleeping bags, tents; innertubes
[or
tubing
and. possiblYl1lountain
bikes .." Kreider said mountain bikes
The BSU Outdoor Rental Center
arc unlikely, but they want to get
recently purchased four new 14-foot
Some small rafts for floating the
rafts, soon will restock cross country
Boise River.
skis and is planning improvements in
Remodeling has already begun for
other areas as well. ORC Manacer .thd)Re.
James said that, along with
by Sheri Crook
Jamie James said.
. the new deck being built on the south
The University Neil's
"We're updating all of our equipside of the SUB, a new door is going
ment, from our cross-country
skis to
to be installed
facing. University
United Farm Workers President
our whitewater rafting equipment."
Drive. This will provide more exCesar Chavez urged Idaho conJames said. "We are undergoing
a
posure and easier access to the center,
sumers to boycott non-union table
growth and reconstruction
period."
especially when the SUB is closed.
grapes grown inCalifornin, where
With ski season approaching,
the
According go Kreider, the center
the UFW is trying to get the use
ORC is focusing on improving all of
plans some interior remodeling
as
of five deadly pesticides banned.
its cross-country
ski.equipment. Ae-:.\'.'e!!. He- ~~::!--~~. staff plans to
Chavez told consumers
at a
cording to Assistant Director of Stureorganize the location of the equipNov. 22 press conference that the
dent Activities Jim Kreider, about 30
ment and the cash register, so that
food industry has falsely convincto 35 of their 72 pair were purchasjust-returned
equipment
will be
ed consumers that fruit grown uncd last year, along with the Rottefella
separated from ready-to-rent
equipnaturally large by hormone Icr-:
brand New Nordic Norm binding
.ment. He said the new setup will
tilizers is ofbetter quality.
system, and the rest should be rcplac-]
reduce the price that the ORC has to
Comparing
grapes to apples,
cd by January. This binding system
pay for damages, and the equipment
Chavez said, "If you get a worm
and many similar systems went onbeing rented will be in better shape.
in an apple, you know that apthemarket last year.
He also said the center wants to put
ple is safe."
In the NNN system, a bar on the
up paneling to cover the concrete
Four
of the UFW-targeted
toe of the boot clamps into a sliding
walls.
pesticides, methyl bromide, Capclip on the binding. According
to
A resource center with maps and
tan, Phosdrin and Parathion, arc
John Kino nf Bob Greenwood's
Ski
information will also be added to the
used in Idaho.
Haus, thi; system is better than the
ORe. "We have files on all of the naChavez said Parathion
is' apolder three-pinsystclllbccausc
the
tional parks, forest service, and BLM
plied 10 crops from the air, and
binding pivots, taking stress off the
districts
in the country,"
Kreider
has been proven to drift as far as
foot. Also, they are easier to get into
said. He said he docs not expect the
70 miles..
and offer more side-to-side stability.
resource center to be completed un"One drop (of Parathion) will
According to Kreider, the new bindtil next year.
.
kill you instantly if it even reaches
ings wear better.
The ORC offers a complete line of
your skill," Chavez said.
.
James said about 30 pairs of old
camping, backpacking
and rafting
He said the UFW has been ask • skis will be sold on Dec-9-!! and the
equipment in the summer, as well as
ing the EPA to ban a pesticide
proceeds from, the sale will be used
. games from croquet to volleyball.
called Dinisep for years. "Two and
to buy new equipment.
In the winter, it rents cross-country
a half years ago the EPA, in a
Each of the newly purchased rafts' I andtelernark equipment
as well-as
New lork Times interview, anwill be equipped
for rental with a . snowshoes.
"It's all 'state-of-the-art
.
nounced that Dinicep causes birth
.
frame, oars, and an 80-quart cooler,
'equipment,"
James said. ,
defects."
and can be used for week-long trips,
The ORC is located in the back of
, Chavez .called
the EPA a
James said. Kreider said that, during
. the SUB's recreation center, and is
political arm, and said that "the
rafthig season, all of the rafts arc
open Monday through
Saturday'
EPA will ban Dinicep, but first
rented on the weekends and the ORe
from 3-7 p.m, The .center's .phone
the.y Wi.ll SC
.. II all ..O'f the.· rese.r.vcs.,.,
. has to turriaway
customers.
number is '385-1946.' According to
, 'He said the farm workers in
According to James, the ORC also
James, "\\1: havethe lowest prices in
California
are living' with a
plans to upgrade inventory with "new
town."
.
,.
.
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mure and

,

more of their children arc dying
from cancer and birth' defects.
,vh'ichlhey claim \vfre caused by
\ he pesticides.
,
"At one timc·these
pcsticides
were ,considered
a scientific
niiracle.
Now it is'bdievcd'that
( , thC'jdestroy thcillllllune system,"
Ch~veo:lid.)
...

!

1Jtrcmenddus

fCuit~ Ciiicl

~~1~~~~!..I.~it:~.';d~~~
I'

iSS.HlieCc~~!~~,
at a Iel~islative level. He called the
boycott· a "grassroots
process" .
. and said that with the support of I
,seven percent of the £oTISumers
u
""'e could Will this thing."
. "There is no short cut to the
. ' consumer,"
he said,'''That
is why
we arc traveling rind spcaldng."
Every pcrson who boycotts grapes·
now will convince 10 people to
b'~ycott within on~ year, Chavez
said.
.
'EPA experts,
according
to
Chavez,
ha~e deter~i~~d
that

I

I

I

undcrgrouna.
. has
been

:
'

·.·
II..

wa.ter m L. j states·
contaminated
by

pesticides.
.
"The pcsticides
break down.
f,tidy quickly above ground, bm
underground,
it sccins thcy don't U
break down at all," he said.
Chavez c1aimcd thai the EPA,
which sets the standards, docs not
know the degree of danger the
pesticides prcsent. He said no one
knows the degree of danger for
ccrt<tin.
.
"We literally don't kIlow what I

.I

",.'e're doing ?'ith pestieides ..;\. vc
~ never have knQwn," he said.

r

II

·1' poisonand
"How c;m the EFA sci inds til
say they wiII affect the
immune system of a 3D-year-old,
healthy man the same as they will
.
affect an older,' more fragile

"",;;;".
~---_---I
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Picldng

tnI::aifi'''
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Bolse resident CarolineWurts
examincs the cross-country sId sclcctlon
- lit the

sun

Outdoor

Rel'llnl Center.

It's about time, ASBSU

I

How about those student government types'! ASBSUnas been bumbling
along since 1984 under an unratified constitution. That's right, in 1984-85
they rewrote the 1982constitution. However, they only ratified certainpassages
of it. The killer is that ASBSU has been working under what they thought
was a perfectly sound, long-ago-ratified, all-around-approved-of constitution,
when, in fact, they should have been working under the old 1982 constitution with amendments (not amendments to the 1982 constitution, but the 1984
constitution).
It's almost too garbled to comprehend. It boils down to this: somewhere
in the constitution saga, someone was supposedto get the 1984 constitution
okayed by the entire, voting student body. They never bothered. Who is this
elusive "they." We don't.know, It could be one of the two people (that's
right two, count 'em two) who wrote the 1984 constitution. It could have been
a senate committee, it could have been. the president af the time, Richard
lung-who
knows?
What tangles does this present to the senate now that President Hetherington
took the time to figure it all out? For one thing, all the clubs who have had
their constitutions approved no longer have approved constitutions. They wi11
have to have them run back through for reapproval. For another
thing, no one is certain whether the ASBSU president has veto power or notsort of a big problem, considering the workings of the student government.
The judiciary is scheduled to decide that issue in the near future-at least until the newly-commissioned ASBSU constitution can be written and ratified.
The new constitution, you will be happy to hear, is net only 1101 being written
by two people, it won't be completed in a weekend session, either. Hetherington has appointed eight students-two from the judicial branch, two from
the administrative branch, two from the legislative branch and two studentsat-large-to create a new constitution over Christmas break.
This will be the third constitution in five years. Pretty sad batting average
for constitutions. Let's hope this one holds up a little longer.
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THE 'flEW FROM
THE BASEMENT

tJETTERS

violeInlt nniglhlt all Neadel's
by Sheri Crook

The University Nell'S
Editor, The University Neil'S;
Millions of Americans will Rot read an
editorial like this one in their lifetimes. 'Iwenty million Americans, or 1 in 10, are illiterate
at the time of this writing.
Most illiterate people believe that they're
stupid und that they cannot learn to read and
. write. They have usually grown up in a horne
where their parents were also illiterate. Adults
are afraid to admit that they are illiterate out
of fear about losing their joh or .the respect
of their own children.
.
.
What has been done about illiteracy in the
U.S.? Programs
have been developed
throughout the nation with an emphasis placed on volunteers who create bridges between
illiterate and literate people. In Philadelphia,
Mayor Good created the A.n.n.p.
(Adult
Basic Education Program). This program is
run by volunteers who teach the illiterate to
read and/or write. Mayor Good believes that
a community can attack the problem through
publicity and a willingness to participate.
However, the illiterate also must be willing
to participate.
The problem of a lack of illiterate par-,
ticipants in such programs has minimized
slig~ltly, due to the public's awareness of the
problem. However, Idaho has not had very
positive results with the illiterate in its com-

TIJJ1'·
.
~~NIV

munitics. This could be due to the lack of
information
concerning
the programs that
are offered. Few illiterate people attend the
programs
unless they are encouraged
by
someone else. .
When I tried to gain information
on the
programs available for illiterate people, I had
to make ten phone calls before I even talked
to someone who directed me to the Adult
Basic Education Program, which is available
ar the Vo-Iech Center on Boise State University's campus. This lack ofk'nowledge
concerning the programs available might scare
off some people who are anxious to learn but
arc afraid to admit that they are illiterate.
The librarian
at the Vo-Iech Learning
Center stated that the lil"graiU5 al,,~;dely
a va.ilable and that volunteers are there to help.
The major problem that I could see with illiterate participation
would be the intimidation experienced
in even finding the programs. Much morcpubiiciiyis needed on TV
and radio to make people aware of this growing problem. The librarian also stated that
accurate statistics are, hard to find concerning the illiterate because many do not admit
to this handicap. The problem is here to stay,
and much progress must be made toward providing greater' awareness through publicity.
Jcnnifer
Gerhard
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Nov. 8, -the night of the Marines' Ball at
Owyhee Plaza, was a long night at Nendel's
Motor Inn, where I work in the lounge: At
about 1:20 a.m. on Nov 9, I thought the evening was finalIy over. I was wrong.
.. The waitresses walked outside, with me in
the lead, and found our manager, Robin
Rushton,
standing
between
one of the
marines who'd been in ihciuUllgc "II evening and a smalI woman. Their friends were
grouped around them.
The woman was yelling at the marine, saying he was a disgrace to his uniform. The
argument continued.
Suddenly, the marine pushed past Rushton
and lunged at the woman,
shoving her
backward a couple of feet.
One of the marines punched a man who
had just been standing there and was trying
to back away. All of the men with the woman
who had been shoved were trying to leave.
Rushton was kicked in the ribs while trying to pull a marine
off of someone.
Everyone was lighting.
Rushton was beitig held by two marines
who looked to me like they were I ryil1g to tear
him in half.
Mike, the doorman, tried to break up the
fight, only to be kicked in the face repeatedly by marines.
A motel guest who tried to help Rushton
also was beaten.
.
I wondered what these men thought thcy
werc doing. They wcre the few, the proud, thc
brave. The !vlar:nes. They were in full
uniform.
The marines ignorcd li,,: w,iit,,:~ses' yells.
The few and the pr_oud were too busy hitting
anything that moved to hear. One of the
waitresses phoned the police.
, .
FinallY,thc
marinc who sccmed to be in
charge just started to walk away. Del Orton,
one of thc mcrnbersof
the house band called out, "America's best, huh?"
Thc marine tt1fl1(:d back, ignoring the persuasions of the woman with him, and, shoving hcr into a ncar-by wall, demanded,
"What do youlmQw about being m;lrine?"
Some of his buddies starlcd back too.
That's when the police showed up.
The marines just turned and headcd for
:he parking lot. The one \\'ho seemed to be
leading told the others, "Don't worry, men.
We didu't hit anyone."
llooked at IHm and saw the blood oaonc
of his white glovcs. i yeller!, "What the hell
do you mean you didn't hit anyone?"
Rmhton went out to meet the police. He
told them the marines had been thc agressors
and he wanted them arrested.
He ,aid he told them that he had becn
assaulted by he marines while trying to·break.

,I

1

up the fight, that he had witnesses and that
he did not want the marines to be allowed
to leave the property
as if nothing
had
happened.
He said the first officer who arrived said
he was not authorized to arrest the marines,
but that an officer who could was on the way.
The
Officer
Who
Could,
Richard
Fuhriman, told Rushton he could not arrest
the marines because the two sides of the story
conflicted,
according 10 Rushton ..'
Sgt. Rosenvall, Fuhriman's supervisor, said
in a phone interview that the marine acting
in charge had told Fuhrirnan that he would
take responsibility
for the others.
The marines just drove away, with the
police watching them go.
Rosenvall said he could not address "in
black and while" whether this privilege was
extended because the men involved were
marines.
Rushton told me later he didn't want to
believe they were allowed to leave because
they were marines, but added, "1 don't feel
like my rights were taken -scriously."
Rosenvall
said Fuiiriman
told him he
"specifically asked the manager about other
witnesses, and spoke to all that would come
forward."
The officers made no attempt to speak
with the waitresses or the motel's receptionist.
Rushton said an investigative officer from
the marines
was sent to Nendel's
from
Portland.
He said the officer, Capt. C.R.
Lcthin, told him ihat, if the marines were able
to handle disciplinary actiol1s against the men
involved, the consequences would bc harsher
than if the case were handled in court. He
said Lethin also told him that, if the case
went to criminal C()url,tlIC marines could not
prosecute the men a second lime. Lethin's
superior officer, Mnj. J.N. l'v1attis eontirmed that the men could not be tried twice in
a phone intcrview.
Rushton said lie is "still going through
legal processes 10 see what route will gi\'C me
the strongest offense."
"The Ma'rinc Corps: posit;,,;; c:~ :t is !Il:!t
we do not tolerate things that bring discredit
on the marines"
or that violate any laws,
i\'lattis said.
Nevertheless,
lcan't help wondering how
oftcn the marines indulge in this sort of
behavior-i\ud
how often t!t('y get away with
it. If the problem is nn isolatcd oue, it's still
serions. If it's not isolated, it's worse.

I
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by Sheri Crook
The University News

Along wjth the need for greater
cost effectiveness, improvement and
replacement of equipment and more
The BSU child care center was space are desperately needed at the
d~signed to be self-supporting but
center, McEvoy said.
has not been able to break even in the
She said it would cost an estimated
past, according to Janet McEvoy, the $6,000 to replace and repair equipcenter's director.
ment. "A lot of things need replacThe center has an "accumulated
ed," she said. "Things have just worn
debt that the university is carrying,"
out. When you have 60 children usMcEvoy said. "The first year was ing something every day, that's what
when it really piled up. The center
happens." Especially in need of imlost close to $5,000." Since that time, mediate repair is a 20-foot room
the center has come closer to mak- . divider that is "simply falling apart,"
ing ends meet, she said, "but the total she said.,
debt is now still between $9,000 and'
Most of the equipment the center
$10,000," she said.
houses was made available through
McEvoy said the problem lies in ASBSU. In 1980, ASBSU allocated.
the fact that the center's main sup-'
$500 to the center for equipment, and
port comes from parent fees.
passed Senate Resolution Four to
The center's cost per child, per day support a child care facility in the
last year was aruuud $8, McEvoy Pavilion and to "ensure that the final
said. Fees are based on student in- structure is not only licenseable, but
COllieand 39 of the 50 parents now comfortable for both staff and
using the center are paying $7 per children."
child, per day, she said.
. ASBSU also paid salaries at the
Last year's costs were figured on-: center for its first two months of
ly last week, McEvoy said. The only
operation. In 1981, ASBSU apforeseeable way for the center to propriated $5,750 to purchase large
"break even" in the future was to in- equipment. All together,ASBSU has
crease rates, she said.
given the center $10,505.
.
"I hate to see that have to happen'
"In the past ASBSU has been very
because I know parents are having a supportive. I don't think the center
~hard time paying as it is. Most of
would have happened
without
them are students and 24 of the 50 them," McEvoy said. "I would like
parents we have right now are single to see them gi':t more involved with.
parents," McEvoy said.
the center again."
The center is also available to
"The center also has a problem
. _ children of faculty and staff
with space," McEvoy said. "My ofmembers, but those children may not
fice is a storage room. There is
exceed 10 percent of all children
nowhere for-stuff to prepare their
enrolled, she said.
planning for class time, and nowhere

by Itllndy Stolz
The. University News
Faculty S<'llariesat BSU generally
are low and are unlikely to improve
in the near future, Executive Vice
President Dr. Richard Bullington,
and Social Sciences mid Public Affairs School Dean Dr. Robert Sims
agreed.
"I really don't see anything getting
better in appropriations for public
and higher. education until the
economy gets better, I don't sec any

significant increases in the next
several years." Bullington said.
'" don't anticipate any real changes
unless there's a significant amount of
public pressure (on the Iegislature).
There arc a lot of people in the
legislature committed to higher
education; and Iam hopeful. but not
optimistic," Sims said.
Moreover, a gap has developed between the salaries of newly hired
faculty and tenured faculty. This oc-:
curs because new hires must be
salaried at or near market levels, and

erry

Not yet nap time:
to hold parent conferences."
One of the classrooms is extremely small and must be used as an entrance, McEvoy said. Another room
can only be used part of the time and
the staff is "constantly moving things
in and out of the room," she said.
She said they feel lucky and thankful
to have use of the room at all, but
"we need our own space to accommodate us, and it would be much
easier on them (Pavilion staff), too."

money for cost ofliving increases for
faculty members who have been at'
BSU for a longer period 'of time has
not been available
from the
legislature in recent years.
, For example, in the communication department, a tenured professor
who has been at BSU for 18.years is
making only $4,000 more than a newly hired instructor who has not
finished his Ph.D. dissertation, Communication Department Chairman
Dr. Robert Boren said. The newly
hired instructor is making $21,500.
Six new people have been hired in
the Sod'" S"icnees and Public Affairs School in the last three years, all
at the instructor or assistant professor !<:vel, Sims said, and at an
average salary of $23,500. Five of thc
new faculty are assistant professors.
The average salary for all assistant
professors in the school, some of
them tenured, is $24,050.

A Faculty Senate committee has
prepared a new policy which will be
proposed at the next faculty meeting
"It had the effect of law because
on Nov. 25, according to Dr. Ursula
a non-poiley acted as a policy," HadKettlewell, the senate chair and proden stated, adding that, although it fcssor of finance.
was never formally
accepted,
The newest proposal suggests that
everybody, including the BSU
a royalty of up to 12 perccnt be
Bookstore, acted as if it were. He
granted to faculty members with adadded that thereafter, price:; on some
ministrative approval, according ·(0
books dropped.
Dr. Robert Juola, professor of
Royalties from book sales are now mathematics.
going to the respective faculty
, '"the copyright policy is also being
members' departments, often going
updated in the form of a letter for use
i!!t{l scholarship funds, and no in 'acquiring pcnnission to publish
royalties arec:urrcntly being -sent !!.!!o!lt"r's work, Hollenbaugh said.
dirt:ctly to any faclllty member, acQuestions concerning' royalties,
cording to Bill Darmcs, manager Of book prices and plagiarism remain a
the BSU Bookstore. He added that·: "m"tter of ethical judgment" and arc
he has had. no requests from any left to the discretion of each faculty
fnclllty member to directly receive member until' a new policy is
r.0yalties for fall or spring scmeste;'", adopted, Hollenbaugh said.

Cont. from page 1.

"We're not asking for anything except decent working conditions," she
said.
"I'd like to see us in a financial
position to expand and be able to offer more. There is a lot more of a
need than what we're able to serve,"
she said.
There is currently a 49-person
waiting list at the center and Mclivoy
said she receives phone calls every
week from students seeking child care

revealed.
Salary levels arc one of the reasons
BSU has' unsuccessfully sought a
Computer
Information
Systems
Ph.D. fop seven years, and in the
Finance Department "it has taken an
average of three. years to hire one,
PhD. applicant," the study said.
Bullington said that salary offers
are tempered by market demand and
the amount of money available to
fund the position. "You can't ignore
supply and demand. For example, accounting and finance Ph.D's c=-=nd
top dollar because so few are produced. In other areas there is an oversupply," he said.
He stressed that BSU docs not
have a fixed salary schedule, similar
to public schools. Each department
recruits its new faculty, and when
they advertise, thcy identify the
variables in that position, including
the market salary.
The nvcrugc salnry for associate.
"If there- i~·':i"reaUy strong canprofessors in the school is $26,832, didate that they want badly, a departbut associate professors' salaries in ment may come back and' ask for
the school range from $22,000 to more money," Bullington said, ad$28,000. The 46 professors in the .. ding that oftcp,BSU simply docs not
school together average $32,785, have the funds to attract the best
Sims said.
candidates.
BSU College of Business 'salaries
"There may be some indh';d~~l
average $4,000 less than other public- anomalies, and those are hard to acIy accredited business schools, and count for, without knowing the
over 30 pereent of the College of history of the p0sition, "Sims ,said.
Education faculty m.ike less than "I think there are some positions that
their Boise .Public School counter~ we are ljoing to have to c.xanune
parts, a 1985 study by BSU Affir- whether they (faculty) arc being
mative Action Director Hetty Hecker treated eql.!itably, and try to reflcet
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Lori Sharpe playfully animates n story to three and four year olds during
group time at the child ~llre center. The center is located in the Pavilion.
for toddlers and infants. The center
only accepts children two-and-a-half
years old and older, she said.
"We do serve the university in
other ways, too, '.' McEvoy said. "We
have intern students from teacher
education, the nursing program, and
physical education in early childhood
development, who come here all of
the time to observe," she said. and
"we employ work study students."

that with our next appropriation
from the state legislature," he said.
Professors used to make more than'
the private sector; but that trend has
reversed, according to new communication instructor Dan Morris.'
"I think Ph.D. 's are undervalued
compared to an I\I.D. or a law
degree," he said, noting that BSU
was among the lower-salary schools
at which he interviewed.
"I could have got more money, but
I was attractec to a new place and
culture, and thought this was a place
where I could bridge journalism
theory and practice," Morris said.
The non-traditional students and the
lIatuml environment also attracted
him to BSU, he said.
Greater resources for research and
the quality of life attracted new
political science Professor Dr. Ale.x
Pattakos from Maine. BSU is a "bottomless pit of opportunities,"
he:
said, citing the Micron Center, the expanding MPA program, and the new
Survey Research Center for telephone
surveying and polling,that will ~.ccn
open in the politic!!! science
department.
Once professors have been at BSU
for afcw years and begin to establish
roots, they are less likely to lea"....
,
despite a droPPing salary relative to
the market rate, Boren said.
Bullington mid Sims do nol favor
a student fce increase. to help make
faculty sabries mOl"<: eomi)ctitive.
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'Tail's' mice are nice
by Edith Decker
The University News
If you

come to a point during
the
Thanksgiving
holiday
at which you are
seriously considering, sending your children
to the moon without benefit of rocket fuel,
you might consider
sending them to the
movies

inst~ad:

.'

', .. e •

cornptetelv new anitnatee-uinu, An
American Tail, directed by Don Bluth (and,
f\

yes, one of the eight producers is Stephen
Spielberg), is now playing at the Eighth Street
Marketplace.
So, direct your next violent action, not toward the moon, but toward
downtown.
An American Tail is about a family of
mice, living within a community of mice. It
is most specifically about a li'l mouse named Fievel Mousekowitz
who leaves Russia
with His family in 1885 for America. Fievel
is separated from his familywhen
he's washed overboard
on the trip, however, and, he
lands in America in a bottle instead of a boat.
The majority of the story is about his search
for his family, now bestowed somewhat comfortably in a mouse tenement in New York.
The film is more than a story about one
mouse in search of his family, it is a parable
about immigration, society and cooperation.
The mice are paralleled as often as possible
to the human community.
The RussianJewish Mousekowitzes'leave
because they are
terrorized by cats in Cossack uniforms. On
the boat we hear verses of the song, "There
Are No Cats in America" sung by Sicilian
mice, Irish mice, German mice and Dutch
mice. The familiar American
phrases are
mouseified:
"A mouschole
in every wall,

crumbs on every floor," and "The streets are
paved with cheese."
The only voice you're likely to recognize
is the volce of Tiger, (Dom Deluise), a furry,
orange cat who actually likes mice-not
to
eat-to
dance and sing with. He owes a lot
of his portrayal
to Bert Lahr's Cowardlv
Lion.
It takes an honest-to-God
horde of people to put together an animated film. I can't
name
names
because
there
were too
many..,-26 animators
and 13 people involved only in coloring the frames-not
to mention the photographers,
directors, artists, and
the actors whose voices bring life to the
characters.
The animation
is intriguing
because
sometimes
it is excellent, sometimes
it is
awful but usually it is pretty average, The
good parts include the scene in which Fievel
is sloshed overboard. The waves become evil
wizards, with 'froth for beards and eyebrows.
The bad parts include scenes with Tiger. Part
of the time he is 20 times larger than the mice;
part of the time he is twice the size of the
mice; part of the time he is the same size. This
is especially clear in the scenes where he
dances with Fievcl before he helps him escape
from a birdcage prison the evil cats have
devised for him. There are some stunning
moments, though, and some funny ones to
set off the downtrodden
scenes-of panic or
of squalor.
A n American Tail is a wholesome, fun,
patriotic
family film. It is rated G. BSU
students can get a student rate of S3.50 and
a child's ticket is S3.

She plays

the classics
Senior classical guitarist
Paula Preernan Salce will play
Spanish and American guitar
compositions
and early lute
duets assisted by JI1<"ph
Baldassarre,
a BSU music
professor and Salce's private
instructor.
Solee's senior recital will be
Nov. 24 at 8 p.m. in the Morrison Center Recital
Hall. Solce has been a
Laura Moore Cunningham
scholar and recipient of the
MENC award for scholastic
achievement.

A play on words
The Last Good Country; a play adapted
from Ernest Hemingway's
Nick Adams
stories will be staged by the BSU Theater
Arts Department
Dec. 5 at 8 p.m. in the BSU
Hemingway Western Studies Center.
The play's cast of six BSU students are presenting the
drama as their final project in the univeristy's special
topics class, "Adapting
Hemingway
to the Stage."
Cast members arc Terri Dillion, Herb Jensen, Tina
Poole, Jeff Thomson,
N;m'cy McIntosh and John Hadley.
They will discuss the show following the performance,
Admission is free.

Laugh away your final paper panic with
SPB's Marx Brothers film festival.
Comedies to be screened are Horsefcathcrs
on Dec. 5; Animal Crackers on Dec. 6; and
Duck Soup Dec. 7. Each night three short
Marx Brothers nicks will be shown. The show
starts all three evenings at 7 p.m. in the SUB
Ada Lounge, Admission is $1-2.50.

Drums, and drums alanl
by Terrell Sllvermnn

ed off as a surf tune. The second song is the
single "Hard Times," and side two ends with
still another rocker, "One By One."
All the songs on the tape are well done, and
they are all also quite danceable,
TheEP
Playing For Tinic and the sirigle,
"This End Up," can be ordered from Heart,
Murmur
Records,
P.O. Box 42602, Los
Angeles, Calif., 90042, both postpaid, for S4
and $1.50, respectively, Also included in the
package are the instructions
for how to do
the Wabble-Cha,
which 1 have been practicing ever since their concert.
The other members of the band are Alan
Anderson, the lead singer/guitarist and the
bass player, Charles Hutchinson. Hutchinson
also sings background vocals and occasional
lead vocals in a uniquely styled voice that
provides a contrast to the sometimes screaming vocals of Anderson.
The trio's major force lies in their having
one of those rare blends that mixes to
achieve a sum-greater-than-the-parts
sound.
They sound
their best when they play
explosive rock and roll such as can be
favorably compared to the Jam, without, of
course, the political overtones.
Rumor also has it that Anderson is gelling
married next month to Madonna, and he has
been seen dancing
with her at various
nightspots
in Los Angelcs.
The band gets three thumbs up for the concert-and four thur.nbs up for the tape,
ff
'
;[SW .

Popdefect is a three-piece band from Los
Angeles.
They describe
their sounds
as
"undefinable,
fast, thrashypop
played by
drunken
musicians."
Another
way of
'.. describing their music would be to call it
energetic, thrashing blues/pop that is slight•• Iy new-wave.
Defect; busy on a semi-tour,
played at
allu also in SAGA
~ the Crazy Horse Nov,
[1 Nov. 17 at lunch. Due to their last-minute
: decision to play in Boise, the band, unforI, tunately, was not seen by many people.
Defect members write and perform their
own material,
some of which is featured
on a cassette, EP and two singles. The sixsong cassette and EP (both of which feature
the same songs) have a likable quality which
would be hard for most fans of music with
an edge to dislike.
'
The band is clearly not concerned about
the masses, which drummer Nicki Scott explains by saying they are a band that "ignores
the ache in their wallet."
Side one of the tape Playing For Time
begins with a fast rock song called "Hey,
S'AII-right,"
which could almost be called
mod. "Might As Well," the second song on
the tape; is a slow, grinding type of rock song,
and side one ends with "Envy-Jealousy,"
another rocker in the classic new-wave tradi',' tion of about 197R.
-,'
Side t\\'o opens with "Tic Tic Tic," a fast
. " instrumental
that cotlid just as well be pass-
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The BSU Percussion Ensemble's upcoming perforj
on Tuesday, Nov. 25 in Stage II of the Morrison Cent
present the exotic art of percussion instrumentals.
. William Schinstine's "Scherzo Wiihout Instruments"
of the pieces to be featured, is performed, in Baldwin's II
"in a style called body percussion, employing various sc
you can get by striking different .parts of the' body."
The music in "Scherzo" is written with notes from diff
staff lines indicating what 'body part to use and what rh
should be played. Says Baldwin, "it's harder to do thar
think."
The BSU Percussion Ensemble tours regul:lrly am
guest performed
for numerous state and regional even
eluding both the Idaho and Northwest Music Educator
tional-Confercnces and the Northwest Percussion Confer
Admission to the concert is $2-4, and free to BSU stue
staff and faculty.

TUESDAY

)

Art Exhibii,
"A Celebration
of Eastern
Oregon," by Frank Thning, BSU Gallerv of
Art, through Dec. 12;
.
.
New Work, by local artist Divit' Cardoza,
Ochi's, through Nm'. 28, 9 a.m.-5 p.llI ..
Senior Recital, Paula Freeman Solee, Morrison Center Recital Hall, 8 p.m. Reception
following.

MONDI~\Y
W~stern Visions Art Exhibit, Hemingway
Center, ,through Dec. 15.
'
Percussion Cocee;;, Morrison ,Center Stage

11,8 p.m.
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We~lcrn o.PCll Elk Bugling Championship,
BOise Hohday Inn, 5-7 p.m. SlO entry fee.
~hc Doping of a Nation, KTRV Chamlel 12
hve special, 6,8 p.m.
BSU Women's Basl.etball YS. Western Mon.
tana, Pavilion, 7:30 p.m.

D~=--";,..,.,......"...,.--,.,,,,;;..,------~----~
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Christmas Show, F
children admitted 1'1
Senior Recilnl, Stcye
Recital Hall, 8 p.llI.
COllecrt "ja satcll
Smithere~ns and "

Lounge.

by Jeanette Ross
The University Nell'S

woman's flesh as evidence of his control. We
see her anguish and shame, and her inability
to aCI at the same time; her lusciously airbrushed flesh only adds to the viewer's sympathy and so compounds
the pain.
For contrast, look at drawings on the other
side of the room. Here a pair of women linger
before some kind of abstracted background.
Is it the rows of seats in a large theater? Merely magazines in 11 druastore rack? The woman
is lightly sketched in a bemused state; above
her head Rosander has drawn in bright little
squiggles as sign of her passing thoughts. It
is a psychic snapshot of a moment we would .•~
not think important if the artist had not captured it for us,'
The collages which dominate
the main
floor of the gallery take on large subjects:
human passions and what they do to us.
Guilt, lust and enlightenment
are brought
together
in the strongest
of the three.
Rosander looks at the ropes tangled in the
trees as social controls on the natural exprcssion of human urges. The wild mule in the
foreground is an image out of a dream; the
male with his back to us, in the background.
caught in the moment of "cnlightcnmeut."
is the dreamer himself at the moment he
understands
his dream's meaning.
What is Western about all this? He is not
sensationalizing
his material, but he is not
leaving anything out, either. And, despite the
serious import of his work, his is not a morbid or cynical view, Ithink these are rhc healing visions they are meant to be,

How is Western
art unique?
Paging
through the Ncw York slicks, I get the feeling that New York has the artistic equivalent
of 5,000 cases of acne-lots
of brash energy
and color, but it ain't pretty and (luckily) it
ain't very deep. That is not the whole picture,
of course; but the better. less flashy work
often goes quietly unrecognized by all but
thoughtful
critics and collectors.
The fall show at Art Attack Gallery
demonstrates
that Idaho has artists equal to
the best anywhere, and unlike trendcenters,
is willing to give its attention to qmllity work,
regardless of whether it belongs in a disco.
Russell Rosander of Hope, Idaho, is showing his large-scale collage pieces and smaller
drawings in a thoughtful show which presents
mature ideas and technique in a helpful way,
Rosander considers his drawings to be sketches and studies in preparation
for the collage work. They explore a wide variety of
themes and demonstrate
the artist's free,
'graceful line and control of airbrush.
One dramatically shaded drawing is a surreptitious fellow who illustrates the sly side
to be found in each of us. Several consider
serious themes; Rosander explicates and exposes the most hidden of human urges with
compassion
and humor. A medical doctor
takes arrogant
command
of a bent-over
female patient, for instance; behind the doctor we sec reminders
of his mysterious
hokurn-pokum as chalkboard
marks; in the
center his hands virtually meld with the
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Certain Things Are Likely is the second
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The Seattle-based
jazz fusion ensemble Blue Sky will give a free lunchtime concert in the SUB cafe, 'Dec. 5 from 11:30 a.m-l p.m, Their 1984
album Bille Sky, made Radio and Records Top 30 Chart with its blend of
\ kcyboards,maiict,
nlanrnoit aHu \'iue~ with gUktars and reeds.
The group's members are guitarist Dave Peterson, who dou?les on
.
kcyboard, bassist Bob Beerman, drummer John Bishop and V1bra harpIst

~

\dl'rahinclla'
tSI'c,liplSlrginelltthsroOrlll:hO~lttl
the sont~' It, is a .

album from this English group. Originally a
six-piece known as Kissing The Pink, these
folks reduced their name to initials, shed two
members
and changed
record labels in
America. But through the changes, the group
has maintained their inventive usc of vocals
and general musical direction.
The album opens with thetwo singles
"One Step" and "Never Too Late To Love
You." Both are middle-of-the-road,
R&Binfluenced
pop songs
featuring
bright
keyboards, bass heavy grooves and impressive
vocal arrangements.
Certain Things really picks up with (he title cut, midway through side one. Here we
find some of thc darker, uneasy tension that
distinguished their first LP, Naked. It surges
on a crisp industrial pop rhythm, is full of
inventivesynthesizer
work and vocals which
seem to come from everywhere, Cryptic, deep
vocals march through a jittery guitar and bass
line until the chorus, where everything opens
up and we learn that "Certain things are likely / Certain things I blame / Certain things
are likely / They hypnotize me / Hypnotize
me...!' in the most toe-tapping,
hum mabie
manner.
Side one ends with a bass-heavy number
featuring Matt Aitken on guitar. Aitken is a
member of one of the most sought after production teams in the u.K.: Stock, Aitken,
Waterman, who have produced recent hits for
Bananarama and Dead or Alive,
"Can Yon Hear Me," the album's other
high [-vint, opens side two with a real bagpipe

r

w: 1riffs
accous
intermittent
heavy guitar
and ICaplano.\
great
lead vocal. The vocal arrangements
of producer Peter Walsh include all band members

.•.••.......

as.well as several backing vocalists. The often
layered vocals are always powerful.
"Jones" will sound familiar to anvone who
ha~ Davild B?wie's Sdmry 1HOllSlers L~.
'
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by Tim Johnstone
The University News
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Bowie, to say nothing of the delivery itself.
The song carries itself on other merits. such
as Derek Forbes' bass work and the in-I .•
teresting synthesized percussion loops.
.
KTP illustrate their ability to handle a
ballad on "Om: Day," With piano and
glistening accoustic rhythm guitar, the song
builds with a pulsating synth background and
full string accompaniment.
It is nice and not
at all sappy.
The album closes with a healthy slice of
funk called "I Won't Wait" fcaturinu Chaz
Jankel on bass. "I Won't Wait" pick; up on
the same boy-girl relationship
offered in
"One Day" and reverses it.
Certain Things Arc Likely is not the 1110st
inventive album released this year. and those
who remember the group's darker initial LP
may frown on the relatively positive tone of
this one. This album may work so well
because of the superb production
of Peter
Walsh and KTP can master the wizardrv of
a modern studio. With the large numbe'r of
hair-cut-hi-tcch-synth
bands on the scene today, an album like this shines past the
mediocrity.

i

Kevin Rolstad.

FRIDAV
Antique Sale, Fairgrounds,
\I a.111.-6 p.m.,
admission is $2.
Children's Show, The Trolland The Elephant
Prince. Boise Little Theater, 2 p.m. $2-3.
College of Idaho, ,"s.
aud Clark,
Pavilion, 6:30 p.m.
DSU ,"s. Idaho State, Pavilion, 8:30 p.m.

Thanksgiving
Holidll~', BSU closed.
Idaho State vs. Lewis and Cll1r1l, Pavilion,
6:30 p.m.
ll5U
CoUcgc of Idaho, Pavilion, 8:30 p.m.
Antiquc Sale, Fairgrounds, 5-10 p.m., admission is $2.
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Idaho

Christmas
Show, Fairgrounds,
12-6 p.m.,
$1-2, children admitted free.
ChIldren's
Show, A Christmas
Carof.

HI.

[ellite, Stcv~ Earle,
The
'Til Thesday, SUB TV
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Theater
For Youth,
Frosty the
Snowman,
Reading
Center,
Education
Building 5th floor, II a.m. 'ickcts arc $5.

SPIlJazz Concert, Blue Sky, SUB cafe, 1\:30
a.m.-I p.m., free.
Christmas Show, Fairgrounds, 2-10 p.m., $1-2.

, Fairgrounds,
2-10 p.m.,
I free.
::vcBosel, Morrison Center

Antique Sai!:, Fairgrounds.
II a.m.-6 p.m.,
,admission is $2.
Children's Show, The Troll and The Elephant
Prince, Boise Little Theatcr, 2 p.m. $2-3.
• The JmhJs, Pavilion, 7:30 p.m. Tickets arc
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governed

activities.
The
business- manager is bonded
and is responsible for all cash
revenues, submitting all cash to
·the BSU Cashier's Office and
submitting all cashier receipts
to· the ASBSU treasurer.

by Cn. Cooley
The University News

A
Adminlstratlve Assistant: The administrative assistant is responsible for administrating the internal affairs of ASBSU, under
the direction of the president
and executive assistant.

c

Concert Dlrecton.The concert director is responsible for presenting the ASBSU with a series
of concerts.

E
Executive Asslstant; The executive
assistant performs research
concerning the various national, regional, state and local
agencies, boards and commissions having impact
on
ASBSU and the university
under the direction of the
president. He/she also conducts policy analysis and
research on activities related to
ASBSU.
Executive Branch: All power of the
executive branch is vested in
the president of ASBSU.

F
Films Director: The films director is
responsible for presenting the
ASB with a series of films.
J;'inon .....al

- --

.Rlld"iu;:c:

J\,fanaOAr-

Thp

resp~sibilities -~-fth;b;si~~~
manager include handling all
monies received by ASBSU-

J
Judicial Powers: Judicial powers
include determining the constitutionality of any student
government action, having
original jurisdiction in cases
involving alleged violation of
policies and regulations of
ASBSU and having original
jurisdiction, where delegated
by the president of BSU, in
cases involving alleged violations of any' university rules,
regulations and policies.

L
Lectures Director: The lectures director is responsible for pres enting ASBSU with a series of
lectures and other events pertaining to current events, ideas
and issues.
Leglslatlve Branch: The legislative
branch of ASBSU consists of
One senator representing each
academic college and the
School of Vocational:rechnical
Education plus one senator at
large for each one thousand
registered
full-fee paying
students.
Leglslatlve Powers and Respon·
sibilities: The legislature has the
power to approve, byrnajoritv, any presidential 'appointment, govern all matters

relating to funds and property of ASBSU, establish and
determine the functions of all
ASBSU committees
and
boards and enact all legislation
deemed·neccssary and proper
for the carrying into execution
of powers vested by the
ASBSU constitution.

p
P~!rlr!!~~The president is responsible for the execution of all
legislation and is the official
representative of ASBSU.
Presidential Powers: The president
I) Can nominate, and with advice and consent of the senate,
appoint officers and committee members whose appointments are not aecounted for by
the ASBSU Constitution, 2)
Can dismiss any presidential
appointee with stated cause, 3)
Can call special meetings of
the senate, 4j:Cutn,eive as an
ex-officio member of all student government committees,
5) Can recommend to the
senate any measure deemed
necessary and expedient, 6)
Appoint a treasurer with concurrence of the senate from a
H~tcompiled by a committee
composed of the dean of the
College of Business, chairman
of the department of accounting, two senators and chaired
by the ASBSU vice president.
Programmlng Dlrectcrsr The .three
programming directors shall
be responsible for presenting
'-and scheduling events-in their
specific areas, remain in contact with all pertinent boards

and members of the communitv for ideas and event sugges-.
tionS and shall meet with other
programming directors, the
president, vice president, executive . assistant and public
relation~ officer to coordinate
. and plan events. The three program directors shall consist of
I) Concert Director 2) Films
Director 3) Lectures Director.
Public Relllllons Coordinator: The
responsibilities of the public
relations coordinator include·
..... _ implementing and directing
programs in order to promote
ASBSU to the students of
BSU, the City of Boise and the
state of Idaho.

Treasurer: The ASBSU treasurer
maintains
ASBSU books,
reports to the senate every two
months and at the end of the
Iiscel year. The treasurer also
chairs the Financial Advisory
Board, signs all contracts
entered into by all ASBSU activities and administers the
payroll
for all ASBSU
activities.

v

Vice President: The ASBSU vice
president is the president of
the senate and chair of the
ASBSU treasurer selection
committee. The vice president
also assumes the responsibilities of the president if the
.presiderrr -il, n;uimffi ·{rViiioffice.

ITouriregto
by Greg White

The University Neil'S
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BSU graduate students are not shy
to avail themselves of the benefits
that can be gained by forming into
studen vf2anizations, according to
Margarita Pomeroy, president of the
recently-founded Masters of Public
Administration Association.
"The benefits are many as far as
being a student organization here on
campus. Not only do they provide
matching funds, they provide the
rooms, the facilities, printing supplies," Pomeroy said.
She added, "This environment
would be a natural for graduate
students to hold meetings, forums,

(CPS)-Unbeknownst
to each
tion is too young to have formed any
and activities, because the programs
other, public college presidents.
definite
long-term
plans.
are here, the faculty are here, the
normally a decorous bunch of
"On our minds rimy is fundstudents are here."
people-in a number of states last
raising. Since we're only a part-time
Pomeroy, quoting from the MPA
month resorted to "last ditch" barnorganization, we don't get the matassociation's day-old constitution,
said the goals of the organization in- ching funds from the ASBSU of- storming trip~ splashy lobbying
media events and postures of
fice," Pomeroy said.
clude refining its members' skills at
outright defiance to convince state
Another concern of the organizapublic administration and encouraglegislators not to impose what the
tion, Pomeroy said, is recruiting
. ing professionalism at all levels of
enough members for the American . presidents say will be a ruinous new
government. "Also, to educate by
Society of Public Administration so round of budget cuts.
discussion, and disseminate any new
Texas, Alaska, Idaho, Indiana,
that an Idaho chapter of ASPA can
ideas or tnfcrmation
in those.
Montana,
Alabama,
be formed. "We are working very 'Wisconsin,
topics." she continued, adding that
diligently on trying to get more Utah,. iowa and Missouri, among
the association is primarily to provide
are
members into ASPA. If we get 25 in other states, have recently-or
a link between classroom studies and
about to-cut the amount of money
Idaho it'll be recognized as an Idaho
the realities of public jobs.
they give to their public colleges.
Pomeroy said the group has had
chapter," she said.
College administrators, claiming
two meetings, with another planned
six years of federal' budget cuts
at press time. She said the organiza-
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Nursing can be all of lI1ase Ihings and
·more. Ho",! much more depends on
how much you're willing 10 invest in
your coreer. Is'nursing jusl a jOb 10 you
or is il a Iota Icommilment? II you're a
nurse Icolling for lotal commilmenlbe an Air kJrce nurse, You'll experience
exciting opportunily for professional
gro'll1h plus great benefils which
include 30 days of vacalion wiih pay
each year, complete medical and
dental care and much more. Contacl
your A:r Force recruiter today. If you're
the kind of person wl}o wonts the
challenge, Ihe joy and the re'Nard, you
want Air Force Nursing. Call

(509) 334-0505 .
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stop cuts
already have forced them to cut their
operations to the bone, are warning
that new state budget cuts will force
them to take drastic measures. They
say they will have to close some
academic departments, cut back on
student services, raise tuitions and
maybe merge with other colleges.
When Utah did not collect as
much in taxes as was forecast, it
ordered all state agencies-including
colleges-to slash their budgets. At
Weber State College, it meant firing'
58 people, disbanding the men's
wrestling and the women's golf teams
and dropping theeconomics degree
program, among others.
"This has not been the best of
years," Montana' State University
. P~:dent·· \1JH!~m· Tietz. s~hi·His
campusbudger
iSSI:2 mtHm;Fi5~":'-::
than it was last year at this time.
The, presidents of Idaho's four
.state-supported colleges went on a
"barnstorming tour" of sixcities to
plead their case for more funding.
"\Ve were given a good hearing,"
!SU Pr,:,sirl"nl ..Richard Bowen s~id,
adding; "The ~linds arc more open"
to college funding needs.
.
. The Faculty Sennte at Utah State
University, meanwhile, voted to
refuse to join the administration's
mandated effort foeut an extra six
percent off this year's budget in order
to absorb the state funding dccline.
Few expect the state funding Cllts
to stop any time soon, if only because
states in the CIlcrgy<indfarm regions
do not have more money to allocate
to collcges.
.
"Times nre tough for the states. i
wouldn't call this a decline in state
funding, but a flattening," according
to I1inois State's Dr. Edward Hines,
who tracks state funding of colleges.
!
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by Stc\'e F. ~on

The University. News
t is a strangely ironic tale. A somewhat demented
bully torments the residents of a small midwestern
, town. Finally, collectively, the town is forced into
taking a stand and asserting their rights; they plot 'a
vengeful fate for the bully, a rational, almost overdue fate, given the circumstances.
The real story was reported nationwide, creating a stir. Time
magazine expressed an interest, 60 Minutes did a piece, but it was
BSU faculty member and playwright, Philip Atlakson who turned fact into fiction and created the original play Norm Rex.
How Atlakson became involved is almost a drama in itself.
While a graduate student at the Stale University of New York in
Bingharnpton, Atlakson visited his wife. She was teaching in
Missouri at the time; he was on spring break, in between projects. It was then Atlakson became interested in the tragic story
of Ken McElroy, who was to become the inspiration for the
character Norm Rex,
Skidmore, the town where the actual drama was played out,
was only 30 miles north. With an afternoon off, Atlakson decided to go up to the St. Joseph News-Press and see if they 'had
anything' on the story. As it turned out, they were the clearinghouse
of information onthe case. But it was more than headlines and
new accounts that attracted Atlakson as a playwright.
"What was intriguing to me was the fact that a community
seemed to arrive at a concensus. I don't believe it was a conspiracy
or a vigilante sort of thing like some people accuse it of being.
The consciousness ofthe town arrived at the' point where they
didn't see thcy had any other alternative but to kill him."
Another aspect of the story that intrigued Atlakson, prompting'
him to explore it further, was what he calls the terrorism involved. It was not so much the actual deedsperpetrated,
but the
way terrorism of this sort, all terrorism. works. Atlaksonsaid.
"It was true in the way he was dealing with this to\vn,'and in
this power struggle, the town could just not find their place. They
could not seem to get the law' to respond and they didn't under
stand that, even though they were part of the problem. No one would testify.
No one was brave enough to stand up and S:lY 'he did this against me.' "
So, the end of the bully and the beginning of Norm Rex happened during
an altercation in front of a grocery 'store. A couple of shots were fired,
McElroy slumped over dead, and everyone quietly went home.
Atlakson said that is not what he had in mind for Norm Rex.
"This play is not so much about Norm Rex as milch as it is about how
Norm Rex affects this community. How this community chooses to deal with
it. If you see the play, there are quite a few characters who really stand out
in your mindand it's hard to identify WhO'is tile nerohere;"
The script for Norm Rex was written this summer while Atlakson was the
producing director of the BSU summer season and also was working for
the Idaho Shakespeare Festival.
"It's interesting how the human personality operates; it's under all the
pressure, when discipline is most demanded, that you can produce some better
quality work. It forced me into making clear decisions about this play. I didn't
.have time. I was way too pressed to be relaxed about it. I had to write this
thing and it was going to have to work."
Whcn Atlakson visited the town last year, he found a hostile atmosphere.
The community to this day is a paranoid community, he said. He had a
camera with him during "he visit and he was yelled at and told to get out

i•

Chris Bulfor I Unlvorsily

On the marnuee:
"i/

of town, he said.
The play is not a literal, but rather,
a literary re-enactment of the situation,through the eyes of Atlakson
the playwright. Writing a play based
on fact is not unique, Atlakson said,
even though he said people have
made that a big thing during
interviews.
''''=lney·make it a' majervpoint.'
Shakespeare borrowed heavily, he
hardly has an original story in the
lot."
"Most playwrights are intrigued by
actual events, but they want to,
penetrate it from an artistic point of
view. You have to say, 'Hey,' I'm
writing fiction, I'm not writing .a
docudrama: I had to come to thatpoint. I had doric so much research
and I knew this thing so well that I
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multi-colored canopy, with face painting and art projects while browsers
.cludes <1 list of menus who will tour through the show.
Art iii the Park originated as a
prepare thcm, and where dinner will '
Beaux Arts fundraiser
in the
be served. Last spring 200 people
mid-1960s. The first event, held in
spent $50 apiece to enjoy the
1966, was set up on the grtllery's front
gourmet mcals, she said.
lawn. she said. "We lit(;cnllyhung unOn a:ternate years, an Adventurframcd art from clotheslines."
ing Auction is held. Last ycar, din,Eventually, the fall· festival. was
ner guests bid on a trip to the Kenturncd over to Boise Gallery of Art
tucky Derby, Copscy said.
coordinators, with Beaux ~ts as one
Beaux Arts also participates in Art
in the Park. held t.'VeryScptember in- of the participants.
The auxiliary was founded in the
Julia Davis Park. Voluntecrs kecp
mid-1960swhen si..xdiffcrentRuilds, ,
children nu,sy, ·under !t!1 enOfmon',;;.

Cont. from page 8.

l

each with a special art interest, combined to improve fund raising
capabilities. Prior (0 Beaux Arts,
Boise Gallery of Arts operated strictly from donations, she said.
"Boise City owned the building,
but they didn't even, bother with its
upkeep," Copsey said.
In addition to the annual $40,000
donation, Beaux Arts underwritcs
special events like the Thomas Hart
Denton Show. brought in two years
ago at the cost of $10,000. They also
contributed $25,000 last year toward
a new computer.

Nows

Playwright Phil Atlakson brought "Norm Rex" to Stage two in the Morrison Center as an original theater production, a rarity in Boise.
finally had to just lay that aside and
. just write the play."
With all the time and effort spent,
the research involved, the numbing
emotional investment in the project,
does Atlakson have any sympathy or
any feeling for McElroy, the victimizer and the victim?
"I've taken a very harsh view of
~"One-iiJ

ihe phiY aiiG I've tQk~ii

what I consider an honest view of
what happpened. Norm Rex is purtrayed simultaneously as a very bad
dude, he dogs very horrible things."
"On the other hand I try to see it
from his point of view. We see him
as a caring loving' father 'and
husband-of
more than one
woman-maybe untraditional. and it
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Iy," he said.

a very sympathetic view. I've taken

Boise's'
most
exciting
Rock-n-Roll
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Every
Monday
Night
Chic«en Cordon Blues
Good food in the Bouquets'
finest Idaho tradition~
i 1:30 to 5:00. daily
344·9501

by Chris

minutes,
there were no BStJ
touchdowns scored. Roberto Moran
kicked four field goals and defensive
The U of I upended the BSU foot- lineman Peter Kwiatkowski sacked U
of I quarterback Scott Linehan in the
ball squad 21-14 Saturday, the fifth
consecutive year the Vandals have Vandal end zone, for a safety, ac-.
counting for all the Bronco points.
won the annual matchup,
'
Barely three minutes had gone by
Despite a defense that was ranked
in the first quarter when Linehan hit
among the nation's best and virtually dominated
every opponent this wide receiver Neoshia Morris over
season, BSU finished with a 5-6 the middle with a 15-yard toss that
overall record and a 3-4 Big Sky Con- turned into a 61~yard play when Mor~
ris eluded the Bronco backfield and
ference tally.
.
With the loss to the U of I, the rushed to the BSU five-yard-iine,'>
Broncos were left with the first los- 'where he was caught from behind by
ing season at BSU; Boise State Col- Bronco cornerback Chuck Compton.
On the next play, runningback
lege, Boise College or Boise Junior
College since 1946, when the BJC Freddie Lloyd scored on a run off the
Broncos finished with two wins and right tackle,
Seven minutes later, things.looked
four losses.
grim for the Broncos 'as quarterback
The game left the 2,1,275 Bronco
Keith Jarrett, under pressure from the
_ Stadium
spectators
wondering
whether the Vandals, with an 8-3 Vandal line, threw a sideline pass
record, would make the playoffs. Big toward Corby Bedard. The ball never
reached Bedard, as U of I linebacker
Sky Commissioner Ron Stephenson
Virgil Paulsen picked the ball off at
said there was a definite possibility
that the U of 1 would be invited to the seven-yard line, and raced 93
yards
up the sideline
for a
the NCAA Division l-AA playoffs.
touchdown, breaking the Big Sky
The Vandals arc competing for
spot against three schools from the record for the longest interception
Yankee Conference (the University of return for a score.
With the Vandals leading 14-0,
Delaware,
thc
University
of
Massachusetts and the University of Moran kicked his first of four field,
New Hampshire) that also have 8-3 goals, a lofty 52-yardcr.
The Broncos also recorded the next
records and four other schools (Furtwo scores as Kwiatkowski chalked
man University, Southern Illinois
University, Akron University and
up the second BSU safety of the
season, and Moran connected with
Northern Arizona University) that
a 45-yard boot.
each have seven wins.
The U of I virtually put the game
In the past four Vandal wins, the
away two minutes'
iater_ ,;hen,
U of 1 dominated the Broncos with
a strong offense, racking up scores of Linehan hit Brant Bengen with a
24-17,45-24,
37-0 and 44-27. This
52-yard touchdown pass.
time it was the Vandal defense that
BSU managed two more field.'
goals in the game, the first a
controlled the game
Although the Bronco offense was 27-yarder, and the second a 35-yarder.
on the field for 40 of the game's 60
Wall on
The University News
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balance in their own CUrrent 'lineup,
for us," Young said.' "It was a good
BSU's \-wcs'tliug season has arrivYoung pointed out, as/they return
pre-s'l':ason, tournament with strong
ed, and the 1986-87 Bronco grapplers,
teams and, good competition.
We two three-time.Big
Sky champions,
will be going for their 11th conference
went with a six-pound , weight
and two who placed in the top three
championship
in only 14 years, all
allowance. so no one had to suffer this in 1985-86.
under, '.current
head' coach Mike
BSU's 'itinerary for this season in-"
early in the season in making weight,
Young.
chides road trips to Las Vegas, for the
and we ran it as an open tournament
"."ihink wehave a good chance of , format, so everyone had a chance to Las Vegas Classic, and Hawaii; for
participate. ",
..
the Dec. 27 Hawaii Classic,
placing in the top three," he said.
"We're . certainly
one of the
The Bronco grapplers will eon.The University of Montana will be
favorites."
.
the biggest obstacle in BSU's drive to dude their conference season Feb. 21
The men began their season Nov"
retain the conference championship,
'against Weber State College; and will'
22 with the BSU Invitational Wresthen head into the Big Sky ChamYoung said.
tling 'Iournanicnt.
The tourney in-.
"Montana, again, this year, is BO- pionships March 6 at a site to be aneludedteams from Utah State Uniing to be our greatest competition,"
nounced. The NCAA championship
versity, Brigham Young University"
he said .... They have-most. of their
takes, place on Marcil' 19-21 in
Weber State College, the University
wrestlers back from last year's team
Maryland. BSU's first home dual
of Montana, Western Montana Uniand they had seven wrestlers in the
meet will be Feb, 4, against Utah
versity.and Northern Montana Uni:
top three in the conference, and , State University at 7 p.m.
versirY,'ririd club teams from Washall .. , of them' return. They !I,ave
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91, Rex Walters rushes in to congratulate
number 71 Peter
Kwitkowski who sacked Vandal quarterback
Scott Linehan in the end lone.
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The season for the BSU volleyball
team ended on a relatively low note
Saturday. Although the team competed in the Mountilin West Athletic
Conference Tournamenl in Pocatello,
it emerged with only a fourth-place
finish.
The Broncos lost to the University of Montana 9-15, 3-15 and 12-15,
Friday to drop them into the thirdplace contest Saturday, which they
lost 7-15, 7-15, 15·4, 15-9 and 11-15
to Eastern Washington University.
Cindy.Pitzinger led the U of M to
its win over BSU with 11 service aces,
while Allison Yarnell had 11 kills.
Sharon Leonhardt led the Brorir.os
with nine kills and 17 digs, while Kel',
Iy Chapman added sC'.-cn kills.
Satmday's loss to EWU left the
Broncos with a 23-10 overull record.
ISU, which plo.ecd first in the rcg~
ular-season standings with only ;;me
conference loss (to BSU), WOil the
tournament with a 15-10.15-12.9-15
lUld lS,j2, ,\,ictorj over tlie DorM.
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Don't make my mistake
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by Steve F. LYon
Tile University Neil'S

_

If life at college could be easily divided, sectioned right down the middle,
into the painful and happy experiences, it would be a piece of cake, right?
If somehow everybody knew the prats and pitfalls; what to revel in and what
to avoid like herpes; if somehow all this could be recorded for posterity, or
even briefly outlined in the student handbook, then maybe others could save
themselves from the tormentand mental anguish, the trap, I fell into. It's
roommates- let me explain how some situations might come up and how
to handle them without losing face-your face.
I live in a ghetto, not a real ghetto, there are no cockroaches, no warring
street gangs, no large, menacing, saliva dripping rats; but there are other
species of vermin, ones that could be considered lower on the species listthe three guys I have to live with ;;-.-:;ry day.
When Dan from Hong Kong fries a head of cabbage in two inches of greasy
garlic sauce, spattering the cupboards for 20 feet around, filling everbody's
room ",iih a pungent Far-Eastern aroma, I wince. I tolerate the imposition,
but what I should do when he is not looking is crank up the burner to 750
degrees, giving him ali. order of blackened, burnt-to-a-crisp cabbage, with
a melted frying pan to go.
When Steve, another Steve, gets up at 7 a.m. to run his diesel driven vacuum
cleaner, without a muffler, around his decrepit room, with the door open
for all to hear, I pile a few pillows on my head. Even though he's usually
done within an hour, I shouldn't have to put up with this. What I should
do to put a quick stop to his spring lint cleanup is scatter a handful of nails
in the carpet. Whoo boy, he makes a sweep with the old hoovermobile and
"TWACK, TWAi-!G, CLUNK," the guts of the machine are shredded and
snapped so that it would take a vacum repairman a week to find a matching
nut and bolt out of the mess.
Mike from Alaska keeps late hours, enabling him to rearrange furniture
at 3 a.m. Mike's an all right guy, but late some night when he's decided his
refrigerator would look better on the other side of his room, I'd like to give
him a taste of one of those stun grenades . .Just sneak out in my bathrobe,
pull the pin on that green pineapple ~d r'~~,;~._~:
~!. ··~ABOOM."
It would
not be pleasant, but I'm sure it would have the desired tranquilizing effect.
But what the hell kind of high horse am I on? I probably have a few
idiosnycracies the fellas would like to reform me of by dunking my head in
the toilet a few times like my singing voice as it reverberates off the mold
ill the shower or maybe they don't like the way I pile dirty dishes in the sink,
letting them sit there until even the Ilies die of food poisoning.
We do manage to get along some how, some way, and I wouldn't trade
the guys for anybody, except maybe sum~ mature, voluptuous, undersexed
cowgirls.
.
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FOR SALE

GOVERNMENT
JOBS $16,040$59,230/yr: Now hiring. Call (805)
687-6000. Ext. R-7849 for current
federal list.

ORGANIC
AND
GENERAL
Chern. handbooks. Organic is 3rd
edition,-SlO. General is 65th edition,
$25. Contact CR at 345-8204.

EXCITING
BOSTON. Sports,
nightlife, theater, excitement! Live in
the Boston area for one year as a
nanny. Excellent salaries, many
benefits. Call Brenda Simmers (617)
794-2035 or write One on One, 10
Berkeley Lane, Andover, Mass. 01810.

YAMAHA 12-STRING acoustic
guitar, rosewood construction, great
MISCELLANEOUS
condition, .$190.00. Also, Kneissel
205's X-C AF Whitestar (alpine base) TYPING-BOBBI
376-6212.
cross-country skis. Excellent condition $85.00. Call Scott at 342-5237 or SAVE TAXES WITH A Tax
345-5310.
. Sheltered Annuity-First Retirement
Serivces 345-4173.
DESK $25, Electronic Typewriter
(prints dot matrix) $119.00. 345-4801 WORD ATTACK-In 10 hours Funway Reading Workshops will help
after 5 p.rn. or weekends.
you be a better speller, know phonics,
have instant word recognition. Call
345-3678.
Funway
Reading
PERSONAL
Workshops, Lynn Lawson, 1735
RABBIT-Still on for Song 0/ the' Federal, Boise, 83705.
South over Thanksgiving break?

MAKE HUNDREDS
WEEKLY
mailing cireulars! No quotas! Limits!
Rush
self-addressed
stamped
envelope: Am-Mar, 256 Robertson,
Dept. E4, Beverly Hills, CA 90211.
YO! ART STUDENTS! We're looking for a cartoonist. Must be willing
to produce a weekly cartoon
throughout the spring semester.
Good experience. Clips for resume.
Paid position. Apply at University
Nell'S, SUB Annex, 345-8204.
WANTED: GOOD writers and
grammarians to be reporters for The
University Nell'S. Writers paid per
column inch. Experience in journalism helpful but not necessary. We
will train you. Great job experience.
Will improve your writing abilities.
Apply at newspaper offices, SUB
Annex, 345-8204.

JULIE AND TRACIE-Why do you
insist on making believe I don't even
exist? Love, Steve.
TIMOTHY TIM-Just
wanted to
reiterate what I said about getting
better all the time. KK

,.{;'

Styling by Pat
S.~W~3
and
Gifts

~c~,

ANNOUNCEMENTS

STEVE LYON-Why undersexed
cowgirls? Doing literary research for
your next novel? DP
MET-Get in touch with Edith; we're
all sick of the classifieds. Sincerely
yours, The Univeristy Nell'S
HAPPY BIRTHDAY PEGGY, 1
didn't forget. Say hi to Rose Lake for
me. Thanksgiving
makes me
homesick. Love to Mom, Dad, Stu
and Jan, your sis, Sheri.

Look for these stories in
ihe Dec. 9 issue of
~UNIVERSITY

Warning: The editorial staff oj
The University News does not investigate the claims of any
business or entity advertising in
the classified section. '.Ve make
no claims as to the legitimacy, accuracy or legality of these advertisements, and suggest readers
carefully investigate any investment or employment opportuni- .
ty before making a comrnittmcnt.

Perm Special
$25J)O
Includes haircut

Open Mon. - Sat.

Evening Appointments by Request

Guaranteed

725 S. Latah
Boise. Idaho
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NEWS

e Hanufdcah
e

Stuc!{ at Ctuistmes

e Holiday Depression
e What's Hot in Christmas
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There's nothing grandparents like better them a call from a
grandchild in college. But if you do accidentally happen to interrupt Lawrence, you ought to have something worth telling them.
For example, you could mention that you called using
AT&T Long Distance Service because you can depend on AT&T's
high quality service and exceptional value.
And then you can tell them that AT&T gives you
immediate credit if you dial a wrong number.
And that you can count on AT&T for
.
clear long distance connections.
Finally, of course, you should
quickly reassure them that
. . you're eating
enough, then let
them hurry

back to.the TV
to catch the

e
'<C,'.,",· "'.',','"

c

NSE student coordinator

rest of.the
Lennon Sisters
Blue Oyster
Cult medley.

Lea Turner
SUB RM 204·6
385·1280
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